In order to determinate the role of reinforcements-matrix interfaces in the infiltration of water molecules within a composite material, we introduced a very thin layer highly diffusive and trapping between reinforcements and matrix. A finite element discretization of such an extremely thin surface layer poses indeed numerical difficulties. To strict this problem, we sought to substitute this interfacial surface, whose thickness is very low, with a thicknessless interface which has equivalent diffusion behaviour. Using asymptotic developpement techniques, we also established a low of interface limit which is asymptotically equivalent to the problem of moisture transmission through a very thin layer highly diffusive and trapping. Using the method of homogenization environments periodicals and model Langmuir, we determined hygroscopic behaviour equivalent of the syntactic foams while taking account of interface law proposed. Determination of the diffusion coefficients and trapping is then compared with the experimental results.
1.Introduction
The problem of modelling moisture diffusion in composite materials has been discussed by many researchers. Various experimental observations and modelling conducted by G.S.Springer and al [8] , Chi. H. Shen and al [4] M.C.Lee and al [14] , R.Delsai and al [19] , B.Dewimille and al [5] , which highlighted mainly both scenarios of kinetics water absorption in composites: The kinetics of Fick and Langmuir.
Fick's model is a model of free diffusion in one phase, constructed by analogy with Fourier's heat diffusion model. It is characterized by the presence of a threshold saturation, which represents the equilibrium. Langmuir model is on the contrary a model of diffusion in two phases diffusion with trapping and the loss of trapped water molecules in which an equilibrium level is never reached. Other author's researchers such as including A. Lekhder [2] P. Kanouté [17] , N. Lebris [16] , L.Ouissaden and al [13] have taken into account the role played by preferential interfaces reinforcements matrix in the infiltration of water molecules within the composite materials. This interfacial diffusion phenomenon has been modelled by the interface laws that are asymptotically equivalent to thin layer highly diffusive and trapping.
In order to determine the equivalent hygroscopic behaviour syntactic foam, we used the model of Langmuir enriched by laws for interfacial diffusion and trapping.
Law for Interfacial diffusion

Problem formulation of transmission in the interphase
Let's consider then a composite containing spherical inclusions as is the case of syntactic foams. The interphase between the inclusion and the matrix is schematized with a spherical thin-layer of width e. The coordinates of any point of this interphase are noted by ( r, θ ,ϕ ) in the spherical landmark ( ) ϕ θ e e e r r r r , , .
It is convent to note the internal radius of the inclusion R 0 and external radius R, Γ 1 the border between the inclusion and the interphase with equation r= R, Γ 2 the border between the matrix and layer with equation r = R+e. Finally, we note that Ω e the domain occupied by the interphase is defined as R ≤ r ≤ R + e, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π et 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1: Modelling inclusion/matrix interphase
Using the dual-phase diffusion model by Langmuir H.G.Carter and al [9] , who consider humidity concentration e c (x, t) as being the sum of concentration of water molecules that are free to diffuse e n (x, t) and the concentration of trapped water molecules e N (x, t) and e q (x, t) r the humidity flux vector residing in the material , the problem of humidity transmission in the interphase is written in the following form :
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where r r R = − and n r represent unit outer normal to border Γ 1 and Γ 2 moved from the inclusion to the matrix.
We note :
We then have : η<<1 and ε <<1 fixed at this level. In order to stimulate a highly diffuse interface with important properties of trapped water molecules, the diffusivity tensor of this layer Ω e supposed to be isotrope is written in the following form:
where D is a finite scalar-quantity and I the unity matrix. We also have the important probability α e that water molecule may go from a free phase to a trapped phase (respectively β e weak from a trapped phase to a free phase) under the following form:
Where a n d α β % % amounts finished.
Trapping and highly diffuse interfaces
Proposition 1: The law of interface asymptotically equivalent to transmission conditions through an interphase of a very small width and which is highly permeable and trapping is applied to the transmission conditions on the material surface Γ with radius R as follows:
Proof: We formally suggest that we establish this convergence result through techniques for asymptotic development J.D.Cole [10] , J.D.Cole and Kervokian [11] , M.VanDyke [15] . First, we carry out a no dimensionalization of the equations of the transmission problem (1) - (6) . It is convenient to index the new nondimensional variables and constant reference characteristics with * and r respectively, hence, the following relations: The transmission problem can be written in the form of a no dimensional problem 
Concentrations n*, N* in the interphase, solutions to the transmission problem P*, as well as concentrations f ,m n * , f ,m N * in the fibre and the matrix and the fluxes * f g and * m g are sought at every instant t* through the following developments:
* * * * * 0 * * * * 1 * * * * n ( r , , , t ) n ( r , , , t ) n ( r , , , t ) ...... 
Let us first substitute these developments in the equations of problem P* (14) - (18) and then identify the problems in different orders. We suppose = 0 ( ) and δ η εfixed, we get the following problems:
0 0 * * * * * * * * f n (r 0, , ,t ) n (r 0, , ,t )
0 * * * * 0 * * * * m n (r 1, , ,t ) n (r 1, , ,t )
0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * n n D (r 0, , ,t ) D (r 1, , ,t ) 0 r r
Variables , e t t * * * θ ϕ play here a the role of parameters, the solution to the problem is clear 0 * * * * 0 * * * n (r , , ,t ) n ( , ,t )
In such a way that according to (25) and (26), we have: 0 0 * * * * * * * * m f n (r 0, , ,t ) n (r 1, , ,t )
Hence, the continuity of water concentration at the interface between the fiber and matrix. Order η -2 :
which leads once more to solution:
2 * * * * f * * * * n (r 0, , , t ) n (r 0, , , t )
2 * * * * m * * * * n (r 1, , , t ) n ( r 1, , , t ) 
By integrating equation (35) in r * between 0 and 1 and by exploiting the transmission conditions (38), (39), we obtain the relation:
(40) Going back to the dimensional variables, we obtain the announced result.
Equivalent homogeneous behaviour of syntactic foams in the presence of diffusive and trapping interfaces
Among the various homogenization methods, we selected the homogenization theory of periodic environments J.LLions [12] , E. Sanchez -Palancia [5] , G. Duvaut [7] , P. Suquet [18] , F. Léné [6] , we will be presenting in the following paragraph.
The principle of periodic homogenization
We will first consider the homogenization methodology of periodic environments by introducing diffusive and trapping interfaces model. Here, we will consider syntactic foam consists of hollow spherical inclusions embedded in a matrix. The inclusions are absorbent to stay in the most general case. We assume ε to be a small parameter characterizing the heterogeneities size, two magnitude scales can be used:-The first large scale is linked to the dimensions of the structure, and whose size is small heterogeneities, is described as a macroscopic scale. The landmark it is naturally associated with is ( )
0, e , e , e r r r . A point is spotted at this level by its macroscopic coordinates x= (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ).
-The second level of magnitude, which is linked to heterogeneities size, is described as a microscopic scale. The landmark naturally associated with this scale is ( )
0, e , e , e ε ε ε r r r . In it size Heterogeneities is measured in terms of a unit.
A point is found in this scale by its local or microscopic coordinates y = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) where x y = ε .It moves from the microscopic level to a macroscopic scale through carrying out a homothety relation 1 ε .
Although in reality syntactic foams contain inclusions of different sizes and are randomly-spread, we may make the approximation that microstructure is comprised of periodic distribution of glass microbeads in accordance with a cubic arrangement. The microspheres were all chosen the same size. This choice is an acceptable approximation as it has resulted in mechanical behaviour of foam in accordance with the experimental results A. Benhamida [1] .
We designate then a base cell ] [ 
c (x, t) n (x, t) N (x, t)
Where is ε α the probability that a water molecule to pass from phase free to a phase related (respectively ε β from one phase related to a phase free).
The two equations (45) and (46) are the diffusive and trapping law interfaces established in the proposal 1. The interface condition (46) of the problem is written in cartesian coordinates: The most commonly-used method to solve this equilibrium problem is to numerically calculate structure by the finite element method. This requires fine discretization of the material and a finer mesh than the heterogeneities size. In light of heterogeneity magnitude, it is obviously difficult, even impossible, to envisage a direct calculation of this behaviour, to circumvent this difficulty, it is preferable to use the formulation of the problem as a heterogeneity problem with the small-scale parameter ε . The objective is to obtain homogenous behaviour equivalent to composite materials. For this purpose, we will try to establish a relationship between the limits of c ε and q ε r when the periodic structure of the material becomes increasingly thinner; that is, when ε goes towards zero.
Equivalent diffusion behaviour in the presence of diffusive and trapping interfaces Proposition 2:
The equations in the problem of equivalent homogenous diffusion are solved through:
, in Ω (50) where homogenised properties are:
and where the periodic functions k χ are solutions to the following cell problems: 
Proof:
The demonstration of this result is based on asymptotic developments technical two-scale methods. We will then figure out the concentration n ε and N ε through the following form:
n (x, y, t) n (x , x , x , y , y , y , t) n (x, y, t) .... N (x, y, t) N (x , x , x , y , y , y , t) N (x, y, t) .... It should be noted that for any function 1 2 3 1 2 3 (x , x , x , y , y , y ) φ ,we have:
By writing these developments in the equations (41) - (47) q (x, y t) D(y) grad n grad n . By substituting these asymptotic developments in the equations of the heterogeneous problem and subsequent to identification of the terms of the same order in ε, we obtain:
Order ε -2 : n (x, y,t) n (x ,x ,x ,t) =
We can infer thus, that 1 q = 0 − r r .
Given this result, the order problem ε -1 is then reduced to.
Order ε -1 : 
By using the linearity of the problem, n 1 can be written in the following form: We also notice (figure 4) that when we do not take account of the specific properties of water molecule trap, water gain within the material is underestimate very significantly. Nevertheless, when we consider the probability for interfacial trap α % such as m 1.3 α = α % , we can obtain a good correlation between experimental results and the modelling.
Finally, we notice that these values lead to a good experimental confrontation when water penetration into fibers is carried out both transversely and parallely. 
Conclusion
The proposed modelling has enable us first to develop a model for predicting humidity diffusion within composite materials as in the case of Langmuir's model. By considering the diffusive character of interfaces we can then have a good correlation between experimental and theoretical values. The modelling highlights the importance of trapping properties at the hygroscopic behaviour of composite materials.
